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Dr. Peter D’Antonio Receives Wallace

Clement Sabine Medal for Outstanding

Contributions to Architectural Acoustics

PASSAIC, NJ, USA, June 11, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- RPG Acoustical

Systems is honored to announce that

Dr. Peter D’Antonio has been awarded

the prestigious Wallace Clement Sabine

Medal by the Acoustical Society of

America. This accolade is bestowed

upon individuals who have made

significant contributions to the field of

acoustics, with Dr. D’Antonio

recognized for his groundbreaking

work in the theory, design, and

application of acoustic diffusers.

Dr. D’Antonio's career spans several

decades during which he has pioneered numerous innovations that have reshaped the

landscape of architectural acoustics. His development of diffuser systems based on advanced

theories of sound scattering has been instrumental in improving acoustic environments across

various domains including concert halls, recording studios, and educational institutions.

The Sabine Medal was presented to Dr. D’Antonio during the 186th Meeting of the Acoustical

Society of America at the Acoustics Week in Canada, reflecting not only his past achievements

but his ongoing commitment to the field. In addition to receiving this honor, Dr. D’Antonio

chaired a notable session on Metamaterials in Architectural Acoustics, sharing his insights and

latest research findings with peers and emerging acousticians.

Dr. D’Antonio’s Contributions:

Innovative Design and Application: Dr. D’Antonio’s designs incorporate unique diffusive

technologies that optimize sound quality and clarity. His work has set new standards in acoustic

treatments, influencing designs globally.

Leadership in Acoustic Measurements: His leadership during acoustic measurements at iconic
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I am deeply honored to

receive this recognition. It

has been a privilege to

contribute to a field that is

as dynamically evolving and

as critically important as

architectural acoustics.”

Dr. Peter D’Antonio

venues like Carnegie Hall has led to significant

enhancements in their soundscaping, directly impacting

audience experience and performance quality.

Educational Impact: As a former faculty member at the

Cleveland Institute of Music and through numerous

publications and presentations, Dr. D’Antonio has

educated countless professionals in the science of sound,

greatly expanding the field’s body of knowledge.

RPG’s President, Jeff Madison remarked, “Peter’s visionary

approach to acoustical design has not only advanced the

industry but has also inspired a whole new generation of acousticians. His receipt of the Wallace

Clement Sabine Medal is a fitting tribute to his remarkable career and contributions.”

Dr. D’Antonio expressed his gratitude, stating, “I am deeply honored to receive this recognition. It

has been a privilege to contribute to a field that is as dynamically evolving and as critically

important as architectural acoustics. I look forward to continuing to innovate and share my

passion for acoustics with the global community.”

For More Information Please Contact:

Jeff Madison, President, RPG

About RPG Acoustical Systems, LLC:

Since its inception in 1983, RPG has been at the forefront of acoustical design, combining

precision manufacturing with scientific innovation to create products that deliver unparalleled

sound absorption and diffusion. Our patented Reflection Phase Grating (RPG) diffusors and a

comprehensive range of absorptive products have set new standards in the industry, earning the

trust of professionals in entertainment, business, education, government, and worship.

Our extensive portfolio of prestigious projects across various sectors underscores the

performance and reliability of RPG products, affirming our commitment to excellence and

innovation in acoustical design.
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RPG Acoustical Systems
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